
 

 
Thank you for considering Monolith Entertainment!  The information you’ll see below may be considered brief.  
Please, feel free to ask me to elaborate on anything.  If you have any questions about the services, 
setups/packages, add-ons or any other information contained in the catalog, I am more than happy to spend time 
with you on better understanding some of the terms or how it all fits together to make your wedding or event 
exactly what you imagined.   

 

Frequently Asked Questions: 
Does your business do more than one event per day? 

• Not at this time.  I am now the sole owner and DJ/MC entertainment coordinator.  After a shakeup in the 
wedding industry due to the Covid-19 pandemic, I decided to stick with a solo venture and better 
guarantee a perfect experience and more personal relationship with my couples and clients.  However, I 
may have help with me on large weddings or events where help is needed. 

Do you charge fees or taxes on top of the listed prices? 

• There are no fees, such as setup fees or “hidden fees” or taxes added to these services.  However, for 
venue locations that are outside of my normal range of travel, I do charge a travel fee.  There is more 
information about that in the catalog below.   

Do you attend the ceremony rehearsal? 

• If the wedding location doesn’t fit the travel fee category and I don’t have a wedding scheduled the day 
of the rehearsal, I will be at the rehearsal.  I like to ensure my couples have every confidence in me 
getting it right, and while experience and non-rehearsal preparation is what I rely on, I like to be there to 
reassure you whenever I can.  If I’m unable to attend for any reason, the planning forms I provide you 
will give me all the necessary details to deliver you a perfect ceremony. 

What is your DJ/MC style? 

• My style is whatever meets your personal tastes.  DJ Chameleon!  With the planning forms I provide, 
you’ll let me know the style of music you prefer for each part of the wedding/event, as well as specific 
artists/songs, if you wish.  You can also let me know if you want me to be a more involved MC or just 
stick to the script.  Much of the evening will only require a running, tailored playlist as background 
music, but when the dance floor opens, the music gets louder, dance floor lights come on, guests’ 
requests are taken, and music gets selected and matched better between songs to keep the right vibe 
going.  99.9% of the time, a wedding is not an EDM or club DJ show where every song is a DJ remix, 
but if that’s what you’re wanting, I can provide that. 

 

-Lance 

 



----Vibrant Setups---- 

 

Clara ($1,200):  4 DJ/MC hours (additional hours available) | LED Backlit DJ Façade in any color | Speakers and 
speaker poles dressed in white scrim and lit from the inside for a premium look | Professional and captivating dance floor 

lighting | Subtract all interior LED lights and the dance floor lighting for $100 off 

 

  

Lumina ($1,650):  For an epic and beautiful dancing event that stands out!  Everything in the “Clara” with the 
addition of 2 towers LED lit in any color | 2 “moving head”, motorized spotlights with wedding themed or standard 
projected images. 

 

 

Magna ($2,250):  Really bring the vibe and drop jaws!  Everything in the “Clara”+“Lumina” with the addition of 2 
more LED lit towers that hold 2 large TV screens for slideshows, graphic/logo art, video playback, music visualizers, etc. 



Custom Setups 
 

 

Vintage Setup ($1,250):  With REAL repurposed wine barrels as speaker stands, bronzed speaker grills, and an 
LED lit dry-erase board, this setup was designed to be integrated into various themed weddings/events and venues with 
that vintage or barn style that is so popular today. 

 

 

Simple/Classic ($1,000):  This setup is made from chalkboard! Leave it bare for a formal look or customize it with 
the writing of your choice!  Or let your guests chalk it up and save some pictures for later!  Speaker poles are dressed in 
black scrim. 

 

ALL the above packages include: 

• Setup and teardown time 
• 4 hours of DJ/MC entertainment and event handling 
• Wireless handheld microphone for speeches/toasts 
• Powerful pro-audio sound system with subwoofer (all professional QSC brand) 
• Planning forms and any personal help with planning that experience may provide   

NOTE: For weddings, ceremony services are handled and charged separately from the above event/reception 
services.  To book for ceremony music, a ceremony service add-on is required. See details below on page 4. 



+Add-ons+ 
 

 

 

Uplighting ($25/light):  

• Wireless LED uplights can be placed nearly anywhere.   
• Paint the walls in light or draw attention to important areas of the room with just a few lights. 

Gobo Image Projector ($250):  

• For personalized monogram, name, or logo projection onto a surface.   
• We help with and order the gobo image (small metal disc used to project the image).  
• You keep the metal disc as a memento! 

Projector + 90” Screen ($450):  For slideshows, video, or use with the Instagram Live Photo Feed. 

 

 

 

 

Buzzers! ($100) and Host Service ($50-starting):  Top of the line, wireless answer domes for buzz-in style games like 
trivia, 5 second song identification, mock gameshow, etc.  (for example: fastest correct answer from a person/table gets to 
hit the buffet line, gets the next gift, gets the next song request OR: Wedding Party trivia, Bride & Groom trivia, 
Workplace/Work Friends trivia, Bosses trivia).  For any hosting or major involvement that you may require from the 
DJ/MC there may be a charge for things like extra planning, rehearsing, etc.  [quote will be made available after details 
are gathered] 

 

 

 



 

Add-Ons Continued 

 
Ceremony Production:  Includes DJ, music, speakers, and a wireless handheld microphone + lapel mic, if 
needed, at the ceremony.  This setup can be fully battery powered in the middle of a field with no power source 
around.  Planning forms are included to work out your music selections.  Music is played up to 30 minutes prior 
to start time as guests arrive and background music as they are leaving,  
 
 ($150)  If the ceremony is in the same room as the reception, and no additional speaker setup location is 

required or desired, choose this add-on.  The ceremony music will be coming from where the reception 
setup is located.  

 ($300)  Same venue as the reception, but in a separate room (or outside) where additional speakers and a 
smaller/portable DJ station will be required. 

 ($500)  Different venue than the reception entirely OR you are booking only a ceremony with no 
reception package. 

 
 
Additional Speakers:  Each reception setup includes two professional QSC K12  12” loudspeakers (the main 
speakers that project the mids and highs in music –guitars, vocals, piano, most of the drums, etc) and one QSC 
KSub  dual 12” subwoofer (for the lows –bass guitar, kickdrum, deeper notes of any instrument).   

 
 ($150) 18” Subwoofer Upgrade:  Upgrade to an 18” 2000-watt subwoofer (great for large venues or 

outdoor setups) 
 ($250) 2nd 18” Subwoofer:  Really turn up the bass! Add a second 18” subwoofer.  Great for proms or 

anytime you want that club type of low-end hit! 
 ($250) Louder Speakers:  Upgrade to two 15” 2000-watt loudspeakers (mains).  Helpful when you 

have a very large crowd of 200+ in a large venue hall (or outside). 
 

 ($100) Satellite Speakers:  These are Bose professional wireless speakers that can be purchased when 
you need music in another area outside of where the main setup is located. 

 
 
 
Additional DJ Hours ($125/hour):  4 hours of the DJ’s music playing time are included with ALL of the 
reception setups.  Setup and teardown time is also included in their prices, and do not require additional time to 
be purchased.  As well, the ceremony service has the time worked into the cost and does not require an 
additional hour to be added to cover the ceremony.  If you do need additional DJ time, this would be for a 5th or 
6th (or more) hour the DJ will actually be playing music at the reception/event.   
 
Note:  If you have a shorter reception/event (2 or 3 hours), $125/hr can be taken off the total cost of the 
reception setup package. 
 
 
Travel Fee(s):  For weddings that are outside the normal coverage range (in and reasonably around Knoxville), 
there will be a travel fee based on the miles driven there and back.  An address of the venue will be needed to 
get you a quote. 
 
 



 

***Photo Booth*** 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Host an unforgettable 

event with the incredible 

Beauty Mirror Booth! 
 

This unique and interactive photo booth 
is sure to provide entertainment 

for the whole crowd. 

 
Highlighted Features  

Emoji Stamps | Touchscreen Signatures | Games 
Event-Specific Animations | Interactive Swipe 

Layout | Voiced Feedback and Instructions 
E-Mail Sharing (optional)| And More! 

 
 

The Photo Booth Package Includes » 
4 Hours of use | High-Quality Prints | Up to Four 2x6 strips per photo session or Two 4x6 prints | Unlimited 
sessions for your guests | Props | Backdrop | Professional Studio Flash | High-Resolution Digital Files (to be 
emailed after event)  
 
 ($600)  As a DJ entertainment package add-on  
 ($800)  As a standalone service  
 ($100/hr)  For Additional Hours  

 
 

Monolith Entertainment 
MonolithLive@gmail.com 

www.poweredbymonolith.com 
 

*Due to a history of most booking inquiries being done through e-mail or WeddingWire/The Knot messages, 
and the vast majority of calls being spam or other such headaches, the phone line is unlisted.  A dedicated line 
does exist and will be provided at booking for emergency(ish) calls and day of wedding contact.  Sorry for any 

inconvenience.* 


